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Bias and Ethics (Examples)
Trust bias due to ranking (Joachims et al. SIGIR 2005)

Demographic bias due to profiling (Kleinberg et al. 2016)

Incorrect health decisions possible due to user and system bias (White SIGIR 2013)

Privacy intrusions (Horvitz E. 2016); potential “chilling effect” (Tene. O. 2008)   

Hate Speech in Recommender Systems (e.g. see Tufecki Ted talk)

Possible human rights concerns (Article 19 United Nations UDHR 1948)



Today
Hate Speech Classification – Lessons Learned

Nudging and Boosting – Possible solutions to the problems

Early Results – Nudging towards privacy in health search 



Initial research goal: 
Understanding deep learning 
and the task of hate speech 

classification



Wasseem Hovy 2016 = 74.0 F-1

SUM(embeddings [Godin 2015]) + logistic regression = -4.6 F-1

Baseline: embeddings + CNN [Kim 2014] = +1.5 F-1



Method:  ensemble [Hagen et al.] + vary CNN weight initializations = +4.7 F-1

99% confident that ensemble will beat baseline 98% of time

Similar results on SemEval Twitter sentiment task

Full details: “Improving Hate Speech Detection with Deep Learning 
Ensembles”  In LREC Proceedings 2018



Lessons Learned



Identifying best features is difficult



Wasseem/Hovy used time consuming feature engineering [e.g. gender]

They say what features are most important!*

Not so easy when taking the magical mystery tour of deep learning

*possibly important for GDPR



Reproducibility is difficult



Why do I pull out my hair?

Researchers rarely provide enough details!!! [Fuhr 2017]



Defining hate is difficult



• An attack, such as a degrading 
generalization or slur.
• Targeting a “protected 

category” of people, including 
one based on sex, race, 
ethnicity, religious affiliation, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, 
and serious disability or 
disease.

Facebook Waseem/Hovy 2016



Annotation is difficult



“White men are assholes.”

Would this statement meet Facebook’s criteria 
for hate speech?



“White men are assholes.”

Would this statement meet Facebook’s criteria 
for hate speech?

YES



“I’ll never trust a Muslim immigrant… they’re all 
thieves and robbers.”

Would this statement meet Facebook’s criteria 
for hate speech?



“I’ll never trust a Muslim immigrant… they’re all 
thieves and robbers.”

Would this statement meet Facebook’s criteria 
for hate speech?

NO 



“I’ll never trust a Muslim immigrant… they’re all 
thieves and robbers.”

Would this statement meet Facebook’s criteria 
for hate speech?

NO 
WTF !?!?



To see explanations and full quiz…

Search for: “new york times facebook hate speech quiz”
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/10/13/technology/facebook-hate-speech-quiz.html

To better understand the difficulties…

Read: “Measuring the reliability of hate speech annotations: The case 

of the European refugee crisis” [Ross et al. 2017]

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/10/13/technology/facebook-hate-speech-quiz.html


Evaluation is difficult



Waseem and Hovy 2016 performed 10-fold cross 
validation and reported F-1 measure

So what’s the problem?



Waseem and Hovy 2016 performed 10-fold cross 
validation and reported F-1 measure

So what’s the problem?

Researchers compare results with different evaluation 
methods (or even worse different data)

Are their claims actually better?



Some Suggestions for 
Researchers



Publish significance of findings [Sakai 2016, Fuhr 2017]

Include all details of your neural network configurations [Fuhr 2017]

Make your code available

Hate Speech: discuss and agree upon evaluation and annotation methods



That said, hate speech is just 
one possible concern…



Additional Problems



Additional Problems

Misleading 
headlines

Advertisement

Opinion piece



Additional Problems

Misleading 
headlines

Advertisement

Opinion piece

13 Trackers14 Trackers



Nudging and Boosting: 
Possible approaches



Nudge vs Boost
Nudges apply libertarian paternalism for desired outcomes (Thaler and Sunstein 2008)

Example: Default in UK is contribution to pension

Key points: Low cost but problem addressed returns after removal of Nudge



Nudge vs Boost
Nudges apply libertarian paternalism for desired outcomes (Thaler and Sunstein 2008)

Example: Default in UK is contribution to pension

Key points: Low cost but problem addressed returns after removal of Nudge

Boosts foster competencies to produce desirable outcomes (Grüne-Yanoff & Hertwig, 2016) 

Example: Your current pension contribution à No trips abroad during retirement

Increase your pension by X à 2 trips abroad per year during retirement

Key Points: High cost but competencies remain after removal of Boost



Nudges and Boosts in IR
A study comparing the fat content performed in which subjects were found to prefer the fattier 
recipe; users could be nudged towards healthier options. (Elsweiler et al. SIGIR 2017)

Information nutrition label is proposed (Fuhr et al. SIGIR Forum 2017)

Mock search engine (SERP) to understand biases (Novin et al. CHIIR 2017) 

Dashboard to educate users  about “expert” search behavior (Batemen et al. SIGCHI 2012)



Research Assumptions
It is in the interest of society and the individual to:

• Minimize consumption of misleading information 

• Allow for exposure to multiple perspectives

• Maximise our personal privacy



Research Questions
1. To what extent is user [cognitive load increased / satisfaction decreased] when 

presented a nudge or boost? 

2. To what extent do user behaviors change (e.g. decisions) when presented a nudge or 
boost?

3. To what extent would users choose alternative presentations (e.g. filtering) of 
information in order to address their biases when presented a nudge or boost?

4. To what extent does personality type play a role in users’ acceptance of the proposed 
nudge or boost?



Mock SERP Nudges and Boosts
Nudge Example 1 (Stoplights)



Mock SERP Nudges and Boosts
Nudge Example 1 (Stoplights) Nudge Example 2 (Filtering)

6748 results returned.



Mock SERP Nudges and Boosts
Boost Example (Conceptual)

Educational
tool tip

Color bar with 
absolute counts

Highlight 
concerning 
language

Transparent 
explanation of 

subjectivity score



Data Collection
User decisions collected for search tasks à More about this soon

User surveys to understand concerns and personalities

Click information to understand user search behavior

Cognitive load measures, such as time to complete task (Kelly et al. ITCIR 2015)

Additional questionnaires for development of new measures à And to guide future work



Study 1: Comparing Nudges
Study type: Within group using graeco latin squares on interfaces and topics

Goal: Determine most effective (precision / recall) and efficient (cost in time) Nudge

Comparison: 4 interfaces:  Nudge free interface + 3 interfaces with varying Nudge

Tasks, evaluation data and recruitment: Adapt (Pogacar et al. ITCIR 2017)

Baseline SERP
(No Nudge)

SERP
(Nudge 1)

SERP
(Nudge 2)

SERP
(Nudge 3)



Study 2: Comparing Boost
Study type: Within group using graeco latin squares on interfaces and topics

Goal: Determine most effective (precision / recall) and satisfying (user preference) Boost

Comparison: 4 interfaces:  Boost free interface + 3 interfaces with varying Boost

Tasks, evaluation data and recruitment: Adapt (Pogacar et al. ITCIR 2017)

Baseline SERP
(No Boost)

SERP
(Boost 1)

SERP
(Boost 2)

SERP
(Boost 3)



Study 3: Comparing Boosts and Nudges
Study type: Between and within group using latin squares on topics

Goal: Compare chosen Boost and Nudge approaches.  Upon removal of these, Group A is 
expected to consume significantly more subjective material than Group B 

Tasks: 6 total à 5 tasks for manipulated interface + 1 task for normal interface

Tasks, evaluation data and recruitment: Adapt (Pogacar et al. ITCIR 2017)

Baseline SERP

1 Task

SERP
Best Nudge

5 Tasks

Group A

à
Baseline SERP

1 Task

SERP
Best Boost

5 Tasks

Group B

à



Nudging Towards Privacy
Early Findings



Why Privacy?
Privacy is a fundamental research area of the HRBDT project

Approaches to address privacy concerns (either through regulation or personal choice) 
have the potential to change an individuals encounters with information

Encounters with different information may lead to different decisions

Different decisions have different consequences

Therefore, we better understand the potential impacts of any approach



Measuring Privacy Threats
We used 3rd party tracking metrics (from Ghostery) as the proxy for privacy concerns

3rd Party Tracking, is only one area of privacy concern, having many plausible threats

Example: HIV test at Mayo Clinic à Google Analytics is one of several sites collecting data

Plausible Threats:
• Advertising à Your house mate gets an ad for HIV testing because of same IP
• Insurance coverage decisions à Decline coverage because company sold your data
• Social Scoring like China? à If you haven’t heard of this, have a look at “Big data meets 

Big Brother as China moves to rate its citizens”(Wired October 2017, R. Botsman)



Methods
User decisions collected for health tasks (Pogacar et al. ITCIR 2017)

Participants given 10 medical search tasks to determine effectiveness of treatments

Cochrane Medical Reviews are used as the gold standard (White and Hassan 2014)

Using Graeco-Latin Square design assign 2 medical questions to different search interfaces 



Search Task
Is a particular medical treatment  “Helpful”, “Not Helpful” or “Inconclusive”.

Example: Is Echinacea effective at treating colds?

Users have access to a static corpus (Podacar et al. 2017) à Which we expanded

Participants do not have to enter a query, they are asked to “imagine” they are searching for 
results to make the decision.



Making a Decision



Baseline SERP



Filtering for Privacy



Re-ranking for Privacy



Stoplights for Privacy



Early Findings – Decisions

Correct decision = participant made decision that matches Cochrane findings

Harmful decision = participant making decision that is opposite of  Cochrane findings (e.g. 

Chooses helpful when the correct answer is not helpful
Independent Variables Correct Harmful
Baseline SERP 0.59 0.06

Privacy Nudge - Ranking SERP 0.59 0.15

Privacy Nudge - Stoplight SERP 0.54 0.11

Privacy Nudge - Filtering SERP 0.48** 0.14**

Control 0.41 0.20

Analysis: Logistic Regression where ** = !" ≪ . %&



Early Findings – Privacy
Average # of 3rd Party Trackers based on total trackers at sites for which participants 
clicked on

Independent Variables
Average # 3rd Party 

Trackers Encountered Lower 95% Upper 95%

Baseline SERP 6.81 5.50 8.12

Filtering SERP 1.89** 1.56 2.23

Ranking SERP 1.95** 1.47 2.44

Stoplight SERP 5.13 4.15 6.10

Analysis: ANOVA where ** = p < .05



Early Findings – Cognitive Impacts
Total time to complete task in seconds, is used as cognitive measure

Independent Variables
Total time 
(Seconds) Delta w/ Baseline

Baseline SERP 119 N/A

Filtering SERP 102 - 17

Ranking SERP 124 + 5

Stoplight SERP 137 + 18

Analysis: ANOVA, however no significant differences were found



Key Messages - Filtering
Filtering is an approach that is 

+   Very effective at reducing privacy impacts

- Very detrimental to good decision making

- Participants do not like this approach



Key Messages - Stoplight
Stoplights are an approach that is 

+   Most preferred by participants

?   Changes to good decision making

- Possibility of negative cognitive effects



Key Messages – Re-ranking
Re-ranking is an approach that is 

+   Very effective at reducing privacy impacts

+   Has limited impacts on good decision making

- Least preferred approach by participants



Comments

• Nudging appears to be effective in reducing 3rd party privacy impacts 
while maintaining good decision making for re-ranking approach

• We want to look into Stoplights and Re-ranking further before 
choosing approach to move forward with our research

• Filtering does not look to be a viable approach



Thank You


